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KNX in JUNG Design
The smart KNX  F 40 and F 50 control elements present themselves in 
the varied JUNG design, so their appearance can be perfectly coor-
dinated with each other. This means that they integrate perfectly into 
any atmosphere. With their numerous shapes, colours and top quality 
materials nothing remains to be desired. Thus intelligent technology and 
stylish design come together to meet even the toughest requirements. 
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dark
brass

antique 
brass

classic 
brass

light greywhiteivory black

stainless steelaluminium anthracite

With its square construction, large operating surface and narrow 
frame the classic LS 990 design has already proven itself over 40 
years. Purist elegance in plastic or genuine metal lends this series 
a touch of class. The large-area switches are given an optimal 
assignment of function and individual design through top-quality 
laser engraving or colour printing. 

LS 990
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The variety of LS 990 for F 40 sensors



stainless steel aluminium chrome
(only for LSD)

anthracite

In terms of form the frames in the LS Design take on the flat FD look and also have a shadow 
gap. Ever new combinations can fit in with any given atmosphere – and the large selection of 
colours and materials contributes to this. In the LS Design too, the large buttons make it really 
comfortable to operate the F 40 KNX button sensors. 

LS Design

The variety of FD and LSD for F40 sensors The variety of FD and LSD for F40 sensors

The aesthetic Flat Design makes it possible to install the frame almost flush with the wall. This 
produces a level and flat surface that does not look as if something has been added onto it. This 
effect can be accented individually by a variety of materials and colours. A well-designed module 
system provides a broad performance variety. KNX sensors in F 40 visually harmonise with the 
other controls. 

Flat Design
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light greywhiteivory black



mochawhite

Material frames: glass

matt anthracite aluminium black champagne

black blue-grey soft white silverwhitered champagne mocha
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The variety of A creation for F 40 sensors Material 
Material frames: Duroplastic/Thermoplastic

A creation
The appeal of the A creation range is in its clear design and in its choice of materials: Coloured 
frames made of glass or plastic with matching covers make a stylish impression. The large control 
panels of the Push-button sensors make them easy to use. The function allocation is simplified 
through appropriate identification with texts or symbols using laser engraving of colour print with 
the JUNG Graphic Tool. 



The highly varied CD plus range of switches offers a great deal of space for a demanding colour 
design in a classical living ambience. With five frame sizes  in three different colours plus two types 
of applications, each in thirteen colours, this makes possible a huge range of combinations that 
can be put together entirely to suit your own taste.

CD plus

whiteivory

light grey
yellow
mint green
light green
light blue
stainless steel
granite
metallic green
metallic black
metallic blue
metallic red
chrome
goldblacklight greygrey

The variety of CD 500 for F 40 sensors

The variety of CD plus for F 40 sensors

The CD 500 range harmoniously integrates into any living area through its design. This 
impression is reinforced by the angling in the rocker area. This makes the switch to a 
special sort of design accessory that can be chosen as required to match the interior 
decoration style. Five different colours offer a wide variety.

CD 500
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Created as part of the switch 
design, the OLED Room controller 
is a delight to the eye. Using the 
Graphic Tool, laser-engraved or 
printed symbols make it easy to 
assign the functions. 

The  Room controller OLED wins you over with its brilliant display: The design of the CD and LS 
range has a high-definition OLED graphic display to ensure easy readability from any angle. This 
way the functions performed can always be identified at a glance. The operation of lighting, shade, 
temperature, music and more is all done comfortably at the touch of a button. Convenient feature: 
for additional functionality the unit can also be connected to the push-button extension module. 

Room controller OLED
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LS 990 version A creation versionCompact RCD with 
extension module
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The KNX Compact room controller in the design of the AS, A, CD and LS ranges can be used to 
regulate lighting, temperature and roller or venetian blinds. It also has large control panels that can 
be labelled, as required, with laser engraving or colour print using our Graphic Tool. The integrated 
display with illuminated digital features clearly shows the room, outside or set temperature together 
with the current time. The functions can be extended by connecting the Compact room controller 
with the Push-button extension module. 

Compact RCD



 
LS 990 in aluminium

 
CD 500 in white

With the KNX F 40 Push-button sensors in the JUNG design, the operation of the KNX functions 
is comfortably carried out through the large control buttons. These can be individually identified to 
meet any wish or need using the Graphic Tool. The push-button sensors are also available in 
versions of one to 4-gang units as required. Optimal universal flexibility is provided by extending 
the functions with the extension module. 

The KNX room control devices with display are also available in a wide variety of switch designs. 
The Compact room controller and the Room controller OLED both combine comfortable operation 
with a clear visual display of the room functions. These, too, can be extended, quickly and easily, 
with the Push-button extension module.

Functional variety of F 40

Compact RCD with 
extension module

4-gang push-button 
sensor with 2-gang 
extension module

1-gang push-button sensor

A creation in aluminium

2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor

4-gang push-button sensor with 
4-gang extension module

Compact RCD with 
extension module

4-gang push-button 
sensor with 4-gang 
extension module

4-gang push-button sensor with 
4-gang extension module

1-gang push-button sensor 2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor

Compact RCD with 
extension module

4-gang push-button 
sensor with 2-gang 
extension module

4-gang push-button sensor with 
4-gang extension module

1-gang push-button sensor 2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor
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20 F 50 push-button sensors 21F 50 push-button sensors

The F 50 Push-button sensors in the classic design: the clear, square 
construction with narrow frame in combination with top-quality materials 
ensure a uniquely elegant look. The transparent and/or coloured design 
covers and the recessed buttons enhance this appearance. The covers 
can be labelled or printed as required, and the buttons provided with 
laser-engraving or colour print. 

LS 990

dark 
brass

antique 
brass

classic 
brass

light greywhiteivory black

stainless steelaluminium anthracite

The variety of LS 990 for F 50 sensors



The LS Design provides a high degree of flexibility and a broad functional spectrum. In terms of 
form, the frames take on the flat FD look, with additional shadow gaps to lend an appearance 
of floating lightness. This means that it is always possible to select new combinations to suit 
each particular atmosphere. This produces a harmonious look together with the wide variety of 
choices of colour and material. 

LS Design 

The variety of FD and LSD for F 50 sensors The variety of FD and LSD for F 50 sensors

Flat construction meets with gracefully homogeneous surfaces: the F 50 Push-button sensors are 
particularly elegant with their installation virtually flush with the wall. This effect is further enhanced 
with the variety of materials and colours in metal and plastic. There is the matching alternative in 
the Flat Design for any kind of atmosphere. A well thought out modular system also ensures a 
wide variety of technical application options.  

Flat Design
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stainless steel aluminium chrome
(only for LSD)

anthracitelight greywhiteivory black
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F 50 Push-button sensors 
Material frames: Duroplastic/Thermoplastic

A creation
The new F 50 Push-button sensors also appeal with their exclusive selection of materials in the 
A creation design. The recessed buttons and the new design covers, in combination with the 
distinct frames made of glass or plastic, ensure an especially harmonious overall appearance. 
Depending on the model, the covers and switches can be individually designed using laser 
engraving, colour print or labelling with the JUNG Graphic Tool.

mochawhite

Material frames: glass

matt anthracite aluminium black champagne

black blue-grey soft white silverwhitered champagne mocha



Demanding colour design meets harmonious styling: The F 50 Push-button sensors in the 
CD range provide numerous combination options with three basic tones in 13 colours. The 
concept is perfectly rounded off with transparent or coloured design covers.  

CD plus 
In the CD 500, the F 50 Push-button sensors integrate perfectly into any atmosphere. 
The colour range in white, ivory, grey, light grey and black provides a broad selection 
that can harmoniously match any interior design and decor.   

CD 500 
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The variety of CD plus for F 50 sensors

The variety of CD plus for F 50 sensors

whiteivory

light grey
yellow
mint green
light green
light blue
stainless steel
granite
metallic green
metallic black
metallic blue
metallic red
chrome
goldblacklight greygrey



The F 50 Push-button sensors have an immediate appeal with their homogenous surface appearance 
and their harmonious overall look. Operation of the functions is carried out comfortably at the touch 
of a button.  

The imprinting of the extensive labelling area provides a simple and clear allocation of functions 
using the JUNG Graphic Tool. The buttons can also be marked  using either laser engraving or 
symbols applied by colour printing. The information in the labelling area can be usefully extended 
and the functions can effectively be assigned. The design covers are a unique feature with colours 
that match the buttons. The overall look is consequently one that exudes quality. Both the coloured 
covers and the buttons can be individually customised with laser engraving or colour printing, as an 
additional design feature or of course to optimise the assignment of functions.

Functional variety of F 50

2-gang push-button 
sensor with 2-gang 
extension module

3-gang push-button sensor with 
3-gang extension module
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KNX room
 temperature controller

 
LS 990 in aluminium

 
CD 500 in white

1-gang push-button sensor

A creation in aluminium

2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor

1-gang push-button sensor 2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor

1-gang push-button sensor 2-gang push-button sensor 3-gang push-button sensor 4-gang push-button sensor

2-gang push-button 
sensor with 2-gang 
extension module

3-gang push-button sensor with 
3-gang extension module

KNX room
 temperature controller

2-gang push-button 
sensor with 2-gang 
extension module

3-gang push-button sensor with 
3-gang extension module

KNX room
 temperature controller



Rotary Sensor
The Rotary sensor is innovative because it implements an operating concept that has never before 
existed in this form in the KNX system. It is based on the well-known operation of a rotary dimmer. 
The KNX Rotary sensor works on the same principle and has access to switches and push-buttons 
through three extension inputs. This option to combine with conventional components enhances the 
functional spectrum of this KNX device many times over.  

30 31Rotary sensor Rotary sensor

The KNX Rotary sensor comfortably controls lighting, 
venetian blinds, roller blinds and temperature.

Radio MP3

The user turns the music on or off and regulates 
the volume with a circular movement through the 
KNX rotary sensor. They select the desired music 
source through a serial button attached to two 
binary inputs.

One press of the button activates 
the programmed light scenario, that 
includes several lights in the living 
room, for example. with the KNX 
Rotary sensor all the lights can be 
dimmed together – for the perfect 
lighting atmosphere.   

Lichtszene



With JUNG, many functions in a house and ease of use belong together – and this can also be 
seen in the KNX Smart displays that have been conceived as control centres.  That is why they all 
access the uniform JUNG user interface. With the coloured touch screen the visual display and 
operation of functions works intuitively and comfortably – from lighting, shade and temperature to 
multimedia, smart metering and more.  Depending on the intended use, there are Smart displays 
in various sizes and with different functionality, tailored to the individual requirements of the users.  

Smart Displays

32 33Smart displays Smart displays



Smart and intuitive building control: This compact KNX room controller device in switch 
design with touchscreen combines visual display and operation of room functions with the 
ease of use of a Smartphone.

Light, blinds, shutters, temperature control and scenarios are controlled using the intuitive 
touch screen and the large, sensory operating buttons. Combination with a push-button 
extension module is also possible to extend the functionality. The Smart Control naturally 
also has something to offer visually: in connection with design frames from the LS range 
it projects an elegant image and integrates itself harmoniously into the existing electrical 
installation.

Smart Control KNX

In the Flat Design, 
installation is possible 
that is virtually flush 

with the wall

The large LS plus 
frames give it 

an exclusive look

The LS Design frames 
take on the FD look

Timelessly classical 
and elegant: the narrow 

LS 990 frames
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Integration of door communication 

The Smart-Control IP serves as an 
indoor video station, including door 
call and opening functions, image 
storage, call disabling, door selection, 
etc.: This is because the integrated 
SIP Client component allows the dis-
play and operation of the functions 
of the JUNG intercom system. The 
combination with the JUNG loud-
speaker module provides the best 
sound.

KNX integration 

Connection to the Facility Pilot 
Server is done via a client. In this 
combination the Smart-Control IP 
becomes a KNX room controller 
that allows display and control of 
the lighting, blinds/shutters, 
temperature and scenes. This is 
especially convenient thanks to 
the touch screen with its intuitive 
user interface.   

Weather screen 

The weather screen is set up via a 
Web Client and can be called up 
and shown at any time on the dis-
play of the Smart-Control IP. Current 
weather data and the local weather 
forecast are ready to be called up 
by the user at any time – a very 
practical thing to do before leaving 
the house or planning a weekend 
excursion.

Connects the worlds of communication and building control: the Smart control IP. The JUNG 
room controller is integrated within networks and activated through a single IP address. JUNG 
door communication systems and KNX features are operated and displayed using various 
clients. With its touch screen it connects the visual display and control of room functions 
with the ease of use of a smartphone. Due to the network connection, all the settings can be 
made really easily and quickly through a web configuration – in comfort on a computer or 
laptop.  

Smart Control IP
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Smart Panel 
A compact operation centre for wall installation: The new KNX Smart panel 5.1 with coloured 
5" TFT touch screen. This provides comfortable operation of the functions in the building such 
as lighting, blinds, temperature and multimedia. With the new Smart panel if desired, the visual 
display and operation takes place through the uniform JUNG user interface, that enables 
logical and intuitive adjustment of the various functions. Alternatively, or as an extension, a 
freely designable user interface can be used, that enables the implementation of an individual 
display. The Smart panel is also available in a larger option with a 9" display.  

This freely designable user interface opens up many ways to realise the visual display according to individual wishes. But 
there is also the option to return to the default, pre-programmed, uniform JUNG user interface.  

38 39Smart panel Smart panel 



Smart Pilots
Intelligent KNX operation centres with capacitive, coloured touchscreens: the full version 
of the software Facility pilot has already been installed on the Smart pilot for wall installa-
tion. This provides the user with all the comfort of the visual display and operation of their 
entire building technology. With the video phone software that has also been integrated 
in its system, connection of the JUNG door communication system is also possible in the 
smart building control. The technology is perfectly rounded off by the uniform JUNG user 
interface which allows all functions to be operated intuitively. Convenient feature: depen-
ding on its purpose, there is a choice of three different screen sizes in 16:9 format. The 
use of uniform design covers in black glass with aluminium clasps gives the Smart Pilots 
their elegant look.

A capacitive touch screen and uniform JUNG GUI ensure intuitive user comfort.
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256 mm (10.1“)

396 mm (15.6“)

470 mm (18.5“)Screen diagonals

For the Smart pilot with the integrated Facility pilot software, the design covers are in black glass with 
aluminium clasps. There are three screen sizes available in 16:9 format, in the following screen sizes: 
256 mm/10.1“ (resolution: WSVGA 1024 x 600 Pixels), 396 mm/15.6“ (resolution: WXGA 1366 x 768 
Pixels) and 470 mm/ 18.5“ (WXGA 1366 x 768 Pixels).  

The fanless KNX 9“ Smart panel display unit for wall installation offers enough space for the operation and visual display of 
KNX functions. With elegant design frames in glass, aluminium or stainless steel, it also wins over with its appearance. The 
TFT touch display enables comfortable operation.

The 5.1 Smart panel is a reporting and operation tablet for controlling building technology over a 5“ touch screen with an 
aspect ratio of 4:3. As well as its well-thought-out operation software it also has a TCP/IP interface for accessing local and 
external networks. There are design frames in glass, stainless steel and aluminium.  

Overview of 
Smart Displays
The Smart displays are available as central operation units in various sizes and 
with different ranges of functions depending on their purpose. What they all have 
in common is logical user guidance and intuitive management through a graphic 
user interface.   

Smart pilot
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Facility Pilot Server
In a private home or in a business property: With targeted networking of 
components and functions in a KNX unit, a maximum of flexibility and 
user comfort is achieved. 

On the basis of of the smart Facility pilot server this is easy to realise. 
This does not just link the KNX room functions, such as lighting, shade 
and temperature together with multimedia and more, it also allows the 
users to be extremely flexible in its operation. Whether this is through 
Smart display, a connected monitor, a laptop, tablet or even a Smart-
phone – with its intelligent networking the residents have their entire 
building technology under control, at any time and from anywhere. 
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Link to the KNX system through a browser, tablet or Smartphone and control your home, even when on 
the move.  

Mobile control
The JUNG graphic user interface can also be used for mobile control of KNX building 
technology. This is realised over conventional HTML5 browser technology. Be it for 
lighting, temperature, blinds or the multimedia facility – the user always has their 
home in view through mobile end devices such as tablets or smartphones.

46 47Mobile control Mobile control



Multiroom amplifier
Music distribution in the KNX system: The multi room amplifier with web radio and integrated MP3 
player is the convenient audio centre for the whole house. This amplifier with direct KNX connection 
has four low-frequency inputs (Cinch) for playback devices such as hi-fi systems, MP3 and DVD 
players and computers, and it routes the stereo sound to four or eight loudspeaker outputs. Only 
the loudspeaker wiring is required in an existing KNX system.  

Depending on the control unit, 
operation is done conveniently 
over the KNX system or IP, 
together with room functions 
such as lighting, shade and 
temperature, or independently 
of the bus directly on the 
device.
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LIGHT

BLINDS

ON / OFF

Graphic Tool
The KNX control elements gain their individuality with the online Graphic Tool at www.jung.de/gt. 
Depending on the product, material and personal  requirements, laser engraving, colour print or 
labelling are deployed. With texts, symbols or motifs not just an individual design, but an ideal 
allocation of functions is also achieved.

Laser engraving 
The laser engraving enables individual enhanced products by means of the precision cut of 
the surface. Even the finest contours of ornaments, logos, and text can be achieved.

Colour printing 
The abrasion-resistant colour printing method for an individual cover design.

Labelling fields 
Integrated labelling areas can be designed with this tool as required to quickly identify the 
sensor function.

Whether laser engraving, colour printing or design of labelling fields: With the JUNG Graphic Tool you suitable customise the 
components as desired.



ALBRECHT JUNG GMBH & CO. KG
P.O. Box 1320
D-58569 Schalksmühle
Germany

Tel.: +49 2355 806-553
Fax: +49 2355 806-254
E-mail: mail.vka@jung.de
Internet: www.jung.de/en

For sales contacts in your country see: 
www.jung-salescontact.com

You can only obtain JUNG products 
from your electrical installer. In 
accordance with DIN VDE 0100, the 
installation and removal of electrical 
devices may only be carried out by 
an electrical specialist.

JUNG was one of the  
first manufacturer to be  
awarded the “Made in  
Germany” certification  
mark by TÜV NORD.  
Quality you can rely on!
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